
10 Top 
Team Building 

Activities 

For meetings, office parties 

and other events
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Having good and meaningful activities during workshops, 
training and (some) meetings, can be the deal-breaker between a 
good session, and a really bad one.

Same goes with socialising and creating personal connections in 
teams during parties and social events.
It’s especially true if there was a turnover of staff, and teams need 
to learn to work together well in a very short time.

But, this is what people find most difficult, especially after being at 
home for so long: socialising.
.
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The ICCI team of trainers are often being asked to come and help with that, 
whether by giving team-building workshops based on communication and 
coaching, or giving training on the same topic.

Either way, we use a lot of games and techniques to get people to socialise
and (learn to) work together well. 

We also use this in our coaching courses, and this is why our groups are 
always so strong and there’s a real sense of ‘togetherness’ in our courses.
So we thought that it’ll be nice to share some of the activities we’re using with 
our followers, so you can use them too.

We’ve put together this list of fun activities, all coming from different 
coaching tools and concepts, to make it easy on any organiser or leader to 
help people be and perform well together again.

With the right attitude and open-minded facilitator, 
they simply never fail.

Enjoy!
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Why is it even important to have fun activities and games, and why they work so well?

✓ It’s an unusual way to get to know each other, and each other’s different aspects 

which are not always shown under the professional hat

✓ Team building activities create personal bonds: we can find ourselves talking to 

people we normally don't talk to, about topics we don’t usually talk about.

✓ They cause people to appreciate one another

✓ It’s a fantastic way to break the work routine

✓ It’s fun and humoristic. Humour is the secret spice in every meaningful relationship.

✓ Playfulness is in our nature as human beings. We were born to play, to discover.… It’s 
part of our how we learn and develop. Only for some reason, as grown-up, we don’t 
do it enough anymore.

✓ We help people to step outside of their usual ‘zone’ and show other part of their 
personality and characteristics. 

✓ It’s an easy way to empower people: as we’re giving them the space to shine.

✓ It’s creative, it’s imaginative and it’s connecting people

The different games and activities here, should suit different people with different 
personalities on different occasions.

We recommend that:

• You mix between activities 

• Think which activities are good to do as one big group and which ones are better to 
use in smaller groups for a better bonding experience

• Pay attention that everyone has an opportunity to share and participate. Some 
people are naturally more quiet and might need more encouraging and empathy.

• Remember to keep the activities short and enjoyable.

Turn to the next page to start having fun.
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1. Whose line is it (anyway)?

Each participant writes a line which is typical for someone else in the office to 
say, like: 
‘Anyone for chocolates?’
or 
‘I’m not going to answer that phone again!’.

Collect the notes with the lines and let the group guess who is the person saying 
it.

How to expand this even more?
Let people perform these lines (a bit of drama school never hurt anyone, right?!)
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2.     The anonymous compliment list:

Attach a blank A4/A5 paper to the back of every participant with duct 
tape or a pin.

Ask people to wander around the room and write on the back of their 
colleagues at least one compliment about them. Instruct to give an 
honest compliment rather than a criticism hidden in a compliment.

Each participant should end up with a list of compliments.

How to expand this even more?
This can be developed into a group discussion where some people 
share their list and what they think about it / How they feel to read it / 
Which compliment they agree with and which one they don’t.



Ask the 
questions

3.   Exchange forces:

Sit in a circle and give participants small notes (such as 
sticky notes).
They each write a personal strength which they think 
they have (self-reflection time).

Once they’ve done so, ask them to present their 
strength to the group and explain why they chose it.

In turns, people look around the room and choose 
someone else’s strength which they’d like to have as 
well / have more of. They explain why, and then get 
the note from the person who wrote it.

To help you, here's a list of personal strengths which people 
often use in our training:
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Self-confidence 
Generosity 
Interpersonal communication 
Sense of humor 
Wisdom 
Adaptation 
Reliability 
Persistence  
Creativity 
Functioning well under pressure 
Marketing abilities 
Decision-making abilities 
Long-term vision 
Street Wisdom 

Imagination 
 How to expand this even more?

Have people offer their strengths to others (only in a 

very solid group, as this might be seen as a way of 

saying that the receiver is not good enough). Encourage 

people to do so in an honest an open way, and maybe 

even to offer to help the person build this strength.
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4.   Baby photos ‘Guess Who’:

While more suitable for 

parties, this game is simple, 

but always brings a laugh and 

can be used anytime:

In preparation for the activity, 

participants send in a picture 

of themselves as a baby.

In the meeting, the others 

need to guess who is who.

How to expand this even more?
Try teenagers photos as well. 

While baby photos are cute, 

teenagers photos are hilarious!
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5. The invisible story:

Take a paper and write at the top a sentence which typically starts a story, but with connection 
to the group’s work-life (e.g. – ‘Once upon a time there was a team which had to submit a 
presentation by noon the next day…’).

The instruction should be that the last word or two of the sentence needs to be written on the 
next line.

Once the sentence is written, you need to fold the paper in such a way, that the next person to 
add the next sentence, can only see the last couple of words (in the example above: ‘the next 
day’.

The next person must start their sentence with the words they can see (‘the next day)’, and add 
to it a sentence of their own, but sticking to the topic of the story (in this example, a 
presentation).
Once all the sentences were written, open the paper and read the story.
You’re guaranteed a laugh.

How to expand this even more?
If the group is small or you have more time, do 2 rounds before you open the paper.
If you have a very large group, split them into 2-3 smaller groups, still give every group the 
same opening sentence, but then see where it develops… Let them decide which was the most 
funny or creative story
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6. The Ginny:

Give participants one note each. Ask them to write on it a wish which they dream 
of having as part of the workplace (you can choose if to make it realistic, like: ‘I’d 
love it if we could have a newer coffee machine’, or humorous).

You then play the Ginny (bring a lamp or just collect the notes and read them).

The team needs to decide which wish they choose to maybe work on or as the 
management to fulfil for them (just pay attention that the wish is realistic, or give it 
a budget etc.)

How to expand this even more?
People need to guess who asked for each wish. This is especially funny if you 
went for humorous ones, but then you might not be able to fulfil those wishes. It 
will be nice if even the humorous ones, can become realistic ones.
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7. We’re going on an office hunt:

Make a list of items which can be found around the office, and can be brought 
back into the room where you hold your activity.

Examples of such items:

• A green pen

• The food item with the longest expiry date in the cupboard

• A picture from the wall

• A key to a specific door

• An item which belonged to a former employee

• A plant

• Someone’s cup

• A specific folder or document

We recommend at least 10-12 items.

Split the group into smaller groups, give each group the list, and the first group which 
come back with all items, wins.
Just make sure to instruct them not to take personal items with no permission, and to put 
everything back in place, OK?

How to expand this even more?
Each group can create a list for the other team. That’s a lot of fun.
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8. Pictionary:
In groups, or one participant in front of the others, give people words, 

expressions or phrases related to work which they need to draw, and the others 

need to guess what it was. 

Examples for such words:

• End of year report

• A typical programme used

• The oval table in the meeting room

• The fridge

• A (typical) clock

• Someone’s personal item (which everyone can 

recognise, such as a special handbag, mug or hat).

How to expand this even more?
Let people chose the items themselves.
Or expand it to draw other people in the office / company.
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9. ‘Now that, I’ve never shared with you’:
In preparation for the activity, ask people to send you a secret about 

themselves, which others will find it hard to believe about them.

In the meeting, read out the secrets and the others need to match them to the 

correct person.

Remind people to keep a poker-face.

How to expand this even more?
Let people write short stories about an event in their lives.
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10. Never have I ever:
This good old game, traditionally played in parties with alcoholic drinks, can get a 

nice office-related twist, and instead of people having a sip from their wine, beer 

or cocktail, they can do other safer or work-related activities such as:

• Drinking water / coffee / tea

• Running up and down a flight of stairs

• Walking backwards around the room

• Take a clothing item off (to a certain modesty point of course)

The idea is, that each person in their turn tells something about themselves 

which they’ve never done before, starting with the phrase: “Never have I 

ever…” + that thing they’ve never done.

For example: “Never have I ever smoked a cigarette”.

How to expand this even more?
Limit it to work related things (“Never have I ever used the middle cubicle in the toilets” or 
“Never have I ever replaced the paper in the photocopy machine”).

Combine this game with Truth or Dare: Anyone who has done the thing (so have replaced 
the paper, or used the middle cubicle), is being challenged by the group to do something 
or tell a truth about something.
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A few last words from us:

We hope that you’ve enjoyed using these ideas.

Remember that you can do these exercises at work but with other people too on many 
occasions such as parties and get together. Just change them to use in the appropriate 
settings.

In our Facebook group: Moving Forward: The ICCI’s community group for Life & 
Coaching tools, you can ask any question you may have about these activities or about 
coaching and other ways of bringing people together. We’ll be happy to help.

We’re also inviting you to our flagship course: Foundation for Coaching – It’s a great 
introduction to the world of coaching, where you’ll gain a solid understanding of how to 
help other people thrive, and how to empower them, while developing new useful life 
skills such as communication and leadership skills.

And we invite you to look at our website, where you’ll find many more tools, a free 
coaching platform, videos and blog.

We would be very happy to receive photos of your activities . Send them to 
info@theicci.com so we can be inspired.

And may we all move our lives forward, together.

The ICCI team

https://www.facebook.com/groups/theicci
https://theicci.com/phase-1-foundation-for-coaching/
http://www.theicci.com/
mailto:info@theicci.com
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Now all you have to do is to have 

fun, and come back to give us 

feedback or ask any question you’d 

like us to answer.


